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challenge quickly encountered was the need
to locate additional textbooks that not only
integrated important medical themes but also
organized content by organ specialty. The
school, being sensitive to the financial burden
of adding more textbooks to the students’ required reading lists, sought a partnership with
the Lister Hill Library. When possible, the
library began to negotiate institutional access
to digital textbooks needed for the new curriculum. Students are still expected to purchase
a personal copy of required textbooks, but an
electronic copy of required and suggested
readings would now be accessible through the
university’s Web-based course management
system. This flexibility allowed students to
leave their heavy hardback textbooks at home
and still be able to access the content through
the university’s wireless network. Students
were also expected to take advantage of eBook
accessibility in their small discussion groups
and grand rounds. Essentially, “if it is implemented and used properly, digital curriculum
allows teachers and students the freedom and
flexibility to learn and teach lessons in a way
that makes sense to them.”2
Like the School of Medicine, the Schools
of Dentistry, Nursing, and Optometry are
adopting similar curriculum revisions and have
requested that eBooks be accessible for distant
education courses as well as at workstations
in the clinical settings. The clinical setting in
itself poses a special challenge for academic
health sciences libraries. Strict privacy protocols often require health care facilities to maintain Internet firewalls. The notion of allowing
health care workers the freedom to search
and download content outside the hospital’s
network is mostly unheard of. Workstations
are frequently locked down to only secure
Websites. Librarians, understanding the need
for physicians and nurses to have access to reliable content, frequently look toward licensing
eBook platforms that can provide this level
of security. These platforms are traditionally
more expensive because the eBooks are bundled with value-added accessories to enhance
their interoperability. Integrated online services that offer one-stop searching for books,
journals, and value-added content are attractive
to those health care providers treating patients.
A great bonus for those working in the clinical
environment, many of these platforms also allow content to be downloaded onto hand-held
devices. Many of UAB’s professional health
schools either require or strongly suggest that
students purchase hand-held devices so that
they will have access to reliable drug and
therapeutic look-up information in the clinical setting. The popularity of these portable,
hand-held devices will continue to grow in the
health care setting even if they are an imperfect
option for content delivery. Lugging around a
laptop computer in the hospitals and clinics is
rarely practical and often not possible.
We found that there was a large portion of
the UASOM reading list that the Library was
unable to purchase as eBooks. In many cases,
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Born & lived: Born in Buffalo, NY. Lived in Boston, MA; Chicago, IL; and now
Birmingham, AL.
Family: Married with one child.
Professional career and activities: Associate Director for Content
Management at Lister Hill Library of the Health Sciences at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham.
In my spare time I like TO: I love to shop the sales racks for bargains.
Favorite books: The only books I’m reading right now are on child care and
development. My favorite is Caring for Your Baby and Young Child: Birth to
Age 5.
Pet peeves/what makes me mad: Poor
customer service.
Philosophy: KISS-Keep It Simple Sweetie.
Most meaningful career achievement: Thank you notes from patrons I’ve
helped.
How/Where do I see the industry in
five years: Pricing of content in the next
five years is going to change. Publishers will
need to be more cost competitive to remain
viable.

publishers either have not digitized the content
or the pricing model was just too rigid. Though
librarians identified comparable titles that were
offered as eBooks, course instructors were not
willing to replace those titles. A majority of
the core medical and nursing textbooks are
still trapped inside bundled eBook platforms
or copyright constraints. Publishers who are
diversifying their content outlets and distributing through third-party aggregators often offer
the best pricing. Third party aggregators are
particularly attractive for libraries that might not
need the enhanced content like clinical guidelines or videos. Coupled with flexible pricing
this allows for “pick and choose” pricing.3

Platforms and Other Issues
Because eBooks are gaining in popularity,
it is probably not a surprise that medical and
academic health sciences libraries offer eBooks
on a number of different platforms. This makes
promoting and marketing the eBook collection
especially challenging since, most times, users are not sure which of the electronic book
platforms to select from the library’s Website.
Generally, the name of the eBook platform will
not mean anything to a user. Likewise, users
typically do not care what platform has the
eBook they want; they just want the eBook.
At Lister Hill Library, users asked for a place
where they could search for eBooks only, rather
than a general search of the entire catalog. The

systems librarian created a pre-limited search
box that could be placed any number of places
on the library Website. Now, librarians can put
the eBooks search box on specific course pages,
the library’s Facebook page, and more. Ultimately, no matter what the medium, librarians
must investigate and experiment with various
methods for ensuring that users are connected
to the content that is available to them. Investing in vendor supplied MARC records,
a federated search engine, and Web 2.0 social
applications like LibraryThing and Shelfari
are just some of the ways in which the library
can point users towards content.
Despite efforts to educate faculty and
students, there is still confusion regarding
the concurrent seat model that almost every
eBook publisher uses. This spring, some of
the UASOM course directors experimented
with an open eBook test. Seventy-five students
were scheduled to take the exam. Just a few
days before the test was to take place, however,
they learned that the selected eBook was only
licensed for two concurrent users! Fortunately
for both the library and school, the publisher
was gracious enough to grant unlimited access
to the eBook on the day of the exam. Most users’ expectations about how platforms should
operate are generally based on their experiences with electronic journals and comprehensive
literature databases. Explaining to faculty and
continued on page 34
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